Lyve™ Mobile from Seagate® is a high-capacity, high-performance edge storage solution that enables businesses to aggregate, store, move, and activate their data. 

**Best-Fit Applications**

- Temporary or permanent edge storage
- Mobile transportation of large data applications
- Large lift-and-shift data migration projects
- Storage, backup, archive, cloud, and multicloud
- Disaster recovery, data redundancy and transfer projects
- Fast ingestion of mass data to data centers and cloud

**For Edge-to-Cloud Workflows**

**Simple & Predictable Pricing**

**Cloud Agnostic, No Vendor Lock-In**

**Complement Existing Cloud Strategy**

**Created & Serviced by Seagate**

**Eliminate Network Dependencies**

**Flexible, Modular, & Scalable**
Store Data Anywhere, Move It Everywhere

This scalable, modular, and vendor-agnostic solution bundle eliminates network dependencies so you can transfer mass data sets in a fast, secure, and efficient manner. Complement your cloud strategy and transform your storage from a Cap-Ex to an Op-Ex by paying only for the devices and services you need—when you need them.

**MASS DATA TRANSFER**
Quickly move large data sets from edge to core to cloud for faster time to insights.

**EDGE OPTIMIZED**
Access insights with high-capacity storage purpose-built for the edge.

**COST-EFFICIENT SUBSCRIPTION MODEL**
Pay only for the Lyve Mobile devices you need, when you need them, with Data Transfer delivered as a service. Never worry about technology upgrades and maintenance fees again.

**COMPLEMENTARY FLEXIBILITY**
Complement your existing cloud strategy with a modular, vendor-agnostic solution that can scale up or down to meet your evolving storage needs.

**ECOSYSTEM ADVANTAGE**
Activate your datasphere with the entire portfolio of Lyve products and services to take advantage of Seagate’s 40+ years of storage innovation and expertise.

Get Started with Lyve